Lightweight automatic resource scaling for multi-tier web applications
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Abstract—Dynamic resource scaling is a key property of cloud computing. Users can acquire or release required capacity for their applications on-the-fly. The most widely used and practical approach for dynamic scaling based on predefined policies (rules). For example, IaaS providers such as RightScale asks application owners to manually set the scaling rules. This task assumes, that the user has an expertise knowledge about the application being run on the cloud. However, it is not always true. In this paper we propose a lightweight adaptive multi-tier scaling framework VscalerLight, which learns scaling policy online. Our framework performs fine-grained vertical resource scaling of multi-tier web application. We present the design and implementation of VscalerLight. We evaluate the framework against widely used RUBiS benchmark. Results show that the application under control of VscalerLight guarantees 95th percentile response time specified in SLA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is common today to use public or private clouds. Many users prefer to create or rent virtual machines (VM) in order to host their applications instead of using physical machines. Typically cloud users pay for predefined VM templates on a cloud provider side. However, the assigned VM templates are not well fit for the users. The reason is that the resource demand is not static and it is varying over the time. Therefore users allocate resources according to peak demand to achieve good performance of the application. However, the peak load provisioning leads to under-utilization and the user pays for resources which are not used. Hence, it is desirable for the users to be able to re-size a VM on-the-fly and pay for the resources currently consumed. Some of the providers such as CloudSigma [3] already addressed the issue and allow users to specify desired VM template and change it later during the runtime. Now it becomes possible to perform cost-effective scaling. But what is the appropriate policy to control resource allocation without affecting the application performance?

Dynamic application scaling is a non-trivial task. The scaling policy should be able to meet SLA (service level agreement) requirements despite the changing resource requirements and unpredictable interactions between the applications. The following questions arise during the process of the scaling policy implementation. First, conversion of SLA to resource allocation. It is difficult to determine the CPU and memory allocation required to provide certain response time of an request. Second, time-varying resource demand. Many applications running on the cloud have time varying resource demand. Some demands can be predicted if they have daily, monthly or seasonal patterns, otherwise it is difficult to provide high prediction accuracy. For example, unexpected raise of popularity. Hence, if an application provisioned according to the average load. The performance degrades, if peaks of load occur. Therefore dynamic scaling policy should have predictive and reactive components. Third, multi-tier applications scaling. Multi-tier applications require appropriate resource allocation across all nodes to provide the performance specified in SLA. Hence, to build a resource allocation controller it is necessary to create a mathematical model which captures relationships between the amount of provisioned resources and the application performance.

Many existing work [10, 8, 18, 16, 12, 6] addressed the problem of dynamic resource allocation. These works apply different techniques to obtain resource scaling policy. However all of them require offline experiments to design optimal formal model. The drawback of the offline approach is that the changes of the application such as updates require redesign of the model. There are works [21, 19] and [17, 12, 13] which overcome the problem of offline policy learning. The first group applies so called ‘sand-box’ approach. The idea is to tune the scaling policy online in dedicated sand-box machines without stopping a production system. The approach successfully adapts the policy. However, it creates additional complexity and resource overhead associated with set-up of 'sand-box'. The second group uses reinforcement learning (RL) approach. It is a model free technique, which does not require a priori knowledge about the application performance model. It learns the application behavior online, while the application is running. However, algorithms for RL suffer from what is known as the curse of dimensionality: an exponential explosion in the total number of states as a function of the number of state variables. In our previous work [20] we used speed technique to improve the agent learning time. However we did not address the problem of the state-space size reduction.

In this paper, we describe our self-adaptable resource scaling framework VscalerLight. The core of VscalerLight is RL
approach. Our design is based on analysis of the application behavior under different resource allocation configurations. With the help of the analysis of the results we propose to split memory and CPU controller models instead of tightening them together which is common for works which use RL. The use of an individual controller per each resource allows to reduce the state-space complexity and eliminate well known problem of RL based controllers. Moreover, we apply appropriate initialization policy and add workload dynamics to the state description of each resource controller.

II. MOTIVATION AND RL PROBLEM

Cloud computing provides a mechanisms for delivery computing resources on-demand over the network. These resources are shared among many users all around the world. So any user can rent resources for a relatively low price in comparison to buying hardware. The user running an application on the cloud expects certain performance from the application such as low response time, high throughput. Many web applications deal with highly fluctuating workloads. If the increase of the load is possible to predict (e.g. promotion campaign, seasonal change) then additional resources can be provisioned to an application in advance. However, for unplanned load spikes auto-scaling mechanism is required. It should be able to automatically tune the amount of resources assigned based on the application needs for given moment of time.

Cloud providers do not have much knowledge about the user application running in the cloud, especially if the application is deployed for the first time. It makes difficult to provide correct resource allocation policy for the application. Therefore most of cloud providers use easy and lightweight scaling policy based on thresholds. The idea of the approach is to assign or release certain resource based on predefined threshold. For example, when CPU utilization reaches 60% a new VM is allocated and the VM is deallocated if CPU utilization drops below 30%. Usually user has to set these thresholds. It means that the user has to have expertise knowledge or evaluate the application offline in order to define the ‘right’ threshold. But even these conditions are not enough. Different workload patterns may require different thresholds. There are some variations of threshold policy such the one based on voting system [14] and having additional intermediate thresholds [7].

Most of cloud providers support only horizontal scaling of the user application (a number of VMs can be added and removed). Nevertheless, there are cloud providers which allow to scale applications vertically [3]. Vertical scaling means that the user can change a VM capacity on-the-fly by adding/removing CPU or memory. In comparison to horizontal scaling, vertical scaling has lower resource allocation latency. Adding virtual CPU to the VM takes less than 1 second, while starting a new VM instance can take about 5 minutes [6]. Moreover, it is not always possible to scale an application horizontally. It is true for state full applications. For example one cannot just add and additional VM instance of MySQL DB on-the-fly, since it requires data transfer to the new instance.

The problem described above inspired us to look for an approach which provides scaling policy learning properties. So we can eliminate offline tuning. RL gives us the necessary properties. Moreover we would like take advantage of using vertical scaling and change CPU and memory allocation to a VM. However, it leads to a grow of state-space size. In the next sections we will describe how we can reduce state-space complexity and improve learning time.

A. RL problem

RL problems can be modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). A MDP can typically be represented as a four tuple consisting of states, actions, transition probabilities and rewards.

- $S$, represents environmental state space
- $A$, represents total action space
- $p(. | s, a)$, defines a probability distribution governing state transitions $s_{t+1} \sim p(. | s_t, a_t)$
- $q(. | s, a)$, defines a probability distribution governing the rewards received $R(s_{t+1}, a_t) \sim q(. | s_t, a_t)$

$S$, the set of all possible states represents the agents observable world. At each, step $t$, the agent perceives its current state $s_t \in S$ and the available action set $A(s_t)$. By taking an actions $a_t \in A(s_t)$, the agent moves to the next state $s_{t+1}$ and receives an immediate reward $r_{t+1}$ from the environment.

In cases when environmental model is not known model-free reinforcement learning algorithms are used. Q-learning belongs to the collection of these algorithms. The update rule in Q-learning of taking action $a$ in state $s$ defined as:

$$Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + \alpha [r + \gamma \max_a Q(s_{t+1}, a_{t+1}) - Q(s, a)]$$

where $\alpha$ is learning rate and $\gamma$ is a discount factor. The interactions in RL consist of exploitations and explorations. Exploitation is to follow the policy obtained so far. The policy is to take an action which has highest Q-value. Exploration is the selection of random actions to capture the change of environment to prevent from maximizing the short-term reward. An agent is designed by following $\varepsilon$-greedy policy. With a small probability, the agent picks up a random action, and follows the best policy it has found for the rest of the time.

To facilitate agent learning for a cloud resource allocation problem, one must define an proper state-action space formalism. In cloud resource management the state $s$ corresponds to the amount of resources allocated. The state can be represented as number of running VMs [2, 5] and action $a$ is amount of VMs which can be added, removed or maintained. If we want to scale vertically, then the state $s$ represents VM’s running status. It can be defined as a number of CPUs and memory assigned to a VM [12, 13, 20]. The action $a$ indicates the change of the VM capacity, which can be shown in form of $(CPU, RAM)$. For example $a = (10, 16)$ means an increase in CPU capacity by value of 10 and increase in memory size by value of 16. The state-space size depends on the
number of variables which define the state and number of actions available in the state. For example, if the state contains two variables and each variable has \( n \) different values and \( m \) actions available for each state. Then the state-space size is \( n \times n \times m \). The increase of \( n \) and \( m \) would improve the granularity of resource allocation, but it requires more time to collect the reward samples for all state-action pairs.

We showed that RL approaches generally suffer from so called curse of dimensionality problems, as the size of the state space grows exponentially with each new state variable added. As result the learning time dramatically increases. Even if speedup techniques are used\[20\], the size of Q-table is still large. The goal of our work is to perform dynamic resource scaling of applications with fluctuated workload. Hence we have to increase the granularity of resource allocation. In order to reduce state-space complexity and improve learning time we propose to split the CPU and memory controller. In the next section we provide the explanation why the split of CPU and memory controllers is possible.

**III. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION**

Designing the formal system model is complicated and time consuming process. It has to be repeated each time when the workload pattern changed or and application is updated. The goal of our identification experiments is to understand how different control knobs affect the application performance. The result we are going to use to design resource scaling controller. For the experiments we created a Xen-based testbed which consists of multi-tier web application benchmark - RUBiS\[15\] (PHP version). RUBiS is a free, open source auction site prototype which simulates real users behavior of a popular auction eBay.com. The front-end tier is a Apache http web-server(WS), the back-end is MySQL database(DB). Each tier runs on VM with centOS6 on board. Client requests are issued by dedicated group of machines running RUBiS client emulator.

**A. CPU usage and performance**

We periodically changed the CPU entitlement and evaluate application performance. We use Xen credit scheduler\[4\] to assign virtual CPU capacity to the VM. CPU allocation cap value varied from 8 to 100. The application was tested under different workloads. We varied clients number from 400 to 1600 by step 400. The CPU allocation experiment is implemented with each tier.

Figure 1 shows the mean response time(MRT) as function of front-end tier CPU entitlement. The graph 2 represents relationship between CPU utilization and MRT. Each data point is an average from 20 samples. The presented results allow us to make an observation that MRT is under smooth control of CPU entitlement when CPU utilization above 80%. Moving below the threshold takes the response time out of CPU entitlement control.

The change of CPU entitlement affects also memory. It is shown on figure 3. Memory utilization increases with increase of CPU utilization. The reason is that higher CPU utilization leads to increase of MRT. Therefore incoming requests instead of being served immediately go to the application queue, which requires additional memory space.
B. Memory usage and performance

In the second group of experiments we evaluated the effect of VM memory capacity on the application performance. The memory allocation varied from 240 MB to 896 MB. The experiment was repeated for different workload intensity of 400, 800, 1200, 1600 clients.

Figure 4 presents the relationship between response time and memory utilization. One can notice that there is no possibility to perform smooth MRT control. MRT sharply increases when memory utilization reaches 90% level. The reason is swapping activity which is shown on figure 5. During swapping process OS tries to free memory by saving pages to a disk. The speed of the disk order of magnitude slower than memory, therefore the application performance is affected dramatically.

C. Cluster wide correlation

Resource provisioning of multi-tier applications is a challenging task for auto-scaling techniques. It is important to understand how the change of resource allocation on one of tiers affects the resource consumption of another tier. On figure 6 presented the correlation between DB CPU entitlement and WS memory utilization. The graph shows that the memory usage increases when the CPU entitlement is reduced. The reason is that highly utilized CPU of the DB tier requires more time to serve a request. Hence WS stores incoming requests in the queue instead of sending them down to the DB tier. This is one of the examples of cluster wide correlation. Our goal is to learn scaling policy online therefore we need to ensure that during learning phase the bottleneck does not shift from one tier to another. To avoid described scenario we can use simple approach: increase allocation of all tiers that close to saturation.

The following can be concluded as result of the experiments. CPU is right control knob for fine granular response time regulation. The response time is possible to regulate if CPU utilization above 80%. The change of the CPU entitlement below the value will not take an effect on MRT. In comparison with CPU the change of memory entitlement does not allow to smoothly regulate MRT. Moreover, it brings instability when the memory utilization goes above 90% level. The reason is swapping activity, which requires interaction with disk. As result it dramatically degrades response time. Hence it is important to keep memory utilization below the value. The objective of our work is to keep the application MRT below the value specified in SLA. Hence, we can eliminate memory from MRT control. However we have keep memory utilization below 90% level.

IV. VSCALER DESIGN

A. Overview

We designed and implemented online resource scaling framework for multi-tier application. The framework does not require a priory model of the application running inside a VM. With the help of reinforcement learning approach V scalerLight learns scaling policy online on a production system. Our framework has predictive and reactive mechanisms. Reactive mechanism allows to quickly scale up the VM resource assignment in response to unexpected load increase and provide desired performance.
Our scaling framework runs on top of Xen hypervisor. It consists of five main components: monitor, predictor, CPU and memory controllers, capacity manager. The monitor collects the application performance and resource usage statistics. VscalerLight has dedicated CPU and memory controllers for each VM. Controllers contain RL models and output the resource allocation scheme. The capacity manager performs resource allocations by communicating with underlying hypervisor. Predictor tracks incoming request rate and issues the value of the workload for the next reconfiguration interval.

On figure 7 presented the implementation of VscalerLight. The resource management is organized in a following way. The monitor periodically tracks the application performance and resource consumption metrics $U_{CPU}, U_{RAM}$. The load balancer(LB) presented on the picture provides the monitor with performance metrics. Resource consumption is collected from the hypervisor. The predictor forecasts the request rate value for next reconfiguration interval. Each resource controller takes predicted value and outputs resources entitlement values $A_{CPU}, A_{RAM}$ for each tier. Then capacity manager performs VMs reconfiguration. After the fixed time interval the summary statistics are collected and the models of CPU and memory controllers are updated. If performance of the application violates the value specified in SLA, then VscalerLight immediately recalculates resource allocation values and reconfigures VMs.

VscalerLight prediction module uses auto-regressive model to perform a prediction. The prediction value for the next reconfiguration interval is calculated based on previous 100 samples. VscalerLight also has an option to react quickly before the end of the reconfiguration interval if the unpredicted load occurs and response time goes above the value written in SLA. In this case VscalerLight takes the current request rate value and asks CPU and memory modules for appropriate resources entitlement. If the entitlement found then VscalerLight performs resource allocation. If the ‘right’ resource entitlement value is not found, then VscalerLight shifts to the exploration phase.

B. MDP design solutions

Figures in the section III show that resource consumption has a positive correlation with incoming workload. Both CPU and memory usage increases with the increase of the load. Therefore we include workload dynamics component to the state space description of each resource controller.

1) CPU controller: We define MDP which models our approach to VM CPU allocation problem as $S = \{c, w\} | 0 \leq c \leq C_{max}$, where:

- $c \in \mathbb{N}$ is CPU allocated to the VM; this value is expressed in Xen credit scheduler cap value. $C_{max} = 100$
- $w \in \mathbb{N}$ is observed request rate which was served without violating SLA. This value can change over time. Initially it is set to 0.

The action set for CPU and memory controllers is defined as following $A = \{a \in \mathbb{Z} | A_{min} \leq a \leq A_{max}\}$. The actions is bounded between $A_{min} = -50\%$ and $A_{max} = 50\%$. It means that the entitlement value $c$ or $m$ can change within these bounds. The following idea lies behind the our actions space definition. We think that is more convenient to change the VM resource capacity by certain percentage rather than add or remove fixed capacity value.

Reward function facilitates the conversion of SLA to VM resource assignment. We use application performance feedback and VM resources usage statistics to calculate the reward. It designed in such a way that it helps to guide the RL agent towards the state which gives higher utility:

$$\text{reward} = \frac{\text{perfFeedback}}{\text{resUtil}} \quad (2)$$

In section III we found that CPU provides smooth response time control. Hence we defined $\text{perfFeedback}$ as following:

$$\text{perfFeedback} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \text{respTime} < \text{SLA} \\ e^{-p(\text{respTime} - \text{SLA})} \frac{\text{SLA}}{\text{SLA}} - 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3)$$

The agent gets negative reward if SLA violation happens, otherwise the reward value depends on CPU utilization.

Our analysis in section III states performance of the application degrades when the memory utilization goes above certain threshold $hUtil$, therefore memory controller reward depends on the value:

$$\text{perfFeedback} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \text{memUtil} < hUtil \\ e^{-p(\text{memUtil} - hUtil)} \frac{\text{hUtil}}{\text{hUtil}} - 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

We use default value of $hUtil = 90\%$. However, the exact value of $hUtil$ we can obtain as soon as reached memory utilization triggers the swapping process. The resource utilization feedback of each controller defined as following.
Q-learning is a model free RL technique. The scaling policy is learned by taking actions and observing a system feedback. So it is important to take wise actions during the model exploration phase. Otherwise the system performance will be degraded. Therefore we experimented with two threshold policies.

Threshold policy 1: ThDown = 30\% and ThUp = 60\%. These thresholds obviously lead to resource under-utilization. Threshold policy 2: 50\% - 80\% and Threshold policy 2: 70\% - 80\% to improve resource usage efficiency. Threshold policy 1 changes CPU entitlement by value of 5 and memory entitlement by value of 16 MB. Threshold policy 2 has values 2 and 8 MB accordingly. We choose different allocation step sizes and thresholds to show that it is difficult to achieve resource usage efficiency and meet SLA at the same time. Moreover, in order to improve the threshold based scaling we added also SLA feedback. It means that reconfiguration is triggered when the application performance violates SLA.

In figure 10 we show the achieved response time in real world scenario. The threshold policy 1 keeps MRT below SLA bound. VscalerLight has a few SLA violations for unseen load spikes. However, the reactive component of VscalerLight quickly brings MRT to desired level. Moreover, it learns and later it does not degrade the application performance when the same load spike appears, while the threshold policy 2

\[ \text{resUtil} = \frac{(1 - U_r)}{n} \]  

where, \(U_r\) is observed resource utilization over the last reconfiguration interval.

C. Initializing Q-learning

Q-learning is a model free RL technique. The scaling policy is learned by taking actions and observing a system feedback. So it is important to take wise actions during the model exploration phase. Otherwise the system performance will be affected. Hence, we apply knowledge based exploration. The idea is simply keep resource utilization within desired bounds. For CPU and memory these bounds are 50\% and 80\%. During the exploration phase the agent takes actions which keep the resource utilization inside the interval. The initialization runs until the predictor collects enough data to perform prediction.

D. Model learning and exploitation

Initially the \(w\) parameter of the state description of each controller set to 0. This value changes during the exploration phase. The main loop of Q-learning algorithm is presented on figure 8. The algorithm is the same for both CPU and memory controllers. Each reconfiguration interval the agent chooses an action from the policy learned so far and after fixed interval of time collects resource usage and the application performance statistics. Then it updates states which satisfy observed load and finally updates the policy.

1) CPU controller state update: After the action \(a_t\) has been taken \(w\) is updated by \(w_{t+1}\) for each state which CPU entitlement value \(c\) provides lower or equal CPU utilization than observed utilization \(U_{t+1}\). This update rule guarantees that all updated states can serve request rate \(w\) with the same MRT. See figure 2.

2) Memory controller state update: The memory state request rate value \(w\) is updated by \(w_{t+1}\) when the state memory allocation value \(m\) is observed utilization over the last \(r\) time collects resource usage and the application performance.

The exploitation phase algorithm is presented in figure 9. The main loop of Q-learning algorithm is presented on figure 8. The algorithm is the same for both CPU and memory controllers. Each reconfiguration interval the agent chooses an action from the policy learned so far and after fixed interval of time collects resource usage and the application performance statistics. Then it updates states which satisfy observed load and finally updates the policy.

\[ \text{resUtil} = \frac{(1 - U_r)}{n} \]  

where, \(U_r\) is observed resource utilization over the last reconfiguration interval.

C. Initializing Q-learning

Q-learning is a model free RL technique. The scaling policy is learned by taking actions and observing a system feedback. So it is important to take wise actions during the model exploration phase. Otherwise the system performance will be affected. Hence, we apply knowledge based exploration. The idea is simply keep resource utilization within desired bounds. For CPU and memory these bounds are 50\% and 80\%. During the exploration phase the agent takes actions which keep the resource utilization inside the interval. The initialization runs until the predictor collects enough data to perform prediction.

D. Model learning and exploitation

Initially the \(w\) parameter of the state description of each controller set to 0. This value changes during the exploration phase. The main loop of Q-learning algorithm is presented on figure 8. The algorithm is the same for both CPU and memory controllers. Each reconfiguration interval the agent chooses an action from the policy learned so far and after fixed interval of time collects resource usage and the application performance statistics. Then it updates states which satisfy observed load and finally updates the policy.

1) CPU controller state update: After the action \(a_t\) has been taken \(w\) is updated by \(w_{t+1}\) for each state which CPU entitlement value \(c\) provides lower or equal CPU utilization than observed utilization \(U_{t+1}\). This update rule guarantees that all updated states can serve request rate \(w\) with the same MRT. See figure 2.

2) Memory controller state update: The memory state request rate value \(w\) is updated by \(w_{t+1}\) when the state memory allocation value \(m\) is higher than observed memory consumption.

The exploitation phase algorithm is presented in figure 9. The agent takes workload prediction value and selects states which have \(w\) higher than predicted value. Then it chooses the action which has highest Q-value.
repeatedly violates SLA for these spikes. To better understand the quality of control of the presented scaling mechanisms we plot the actual CPU allocation of the web server VM on figure 11. All presented threshold policies quickly react to workload increase, because we added SLA feedback. However the policy 1 slowly react to the load decrease, which leads to resource wastage. The policy 2 reacts quickly, but wrongly chosen $Th_{Down} = 70\%$ leads to SLA violation again, so the system out of the steady state. Due to lack of the space we omit graph with actual memory allocation.

In order to compare the efficiency of resource allocation of evaluated policies we calculated total amount of resources allocated to WS and DB VMs. The results are presented on figure 13. The peak load allocation has highest resource consumption among the presented policies. The threshold policy 1 allocates more than the rest dynamic policies. The difference is higher for CPU. The reason is that CPU consumption more volatile than memory. The most efficient scaling mechanism provides VscalerLight.

Figure 12 shows the application performance under control of tested policies. The peak load allocation provides the lowest response time. However, VscalerLight and threshold policy 1 also show good MRT, below SLA requirement. The threshold policy 2 violates SLA.

VI. RELATED WORK

Cloud resource management has been widely studied in the past. There is a large body of works which use various techniques to perform dynamic resource allocation for multi-tier applications.

Industrial companies such as RightScale [14], Amazon [1] provide auto-scaling support for the user applications. However they typically require the user to define thresholds to trigger scaling actions. Moreover, threshold based approaches have to be tuned to specific demand pattern and workload. In contrast VscalerLight does not require specific threshold and learn scaling policy online.

Padala et al. [11] apply control theory to solve the problem we addressed in this paper. The approach requires offline controlled experiments to design a system model. The data from existing production systems is hard to use for modeling, because it is often lacks the relevant correlation information.

Our work is close with papers from Rao et al. [12] in terms of approach taken. Authors also address the problem of multi-tier application resource allocation. They perform online system behavior exploration using Q-learning technique. But the state-space size of proposed approach is fairly
large. In order to improve learning time authors use two approaches. First, they reduce the number of states, which leads to worse granularity of resource allocation. Second, neural network (NN) approximation is applied instead of use lookup table. However, NN requires additional computational overhead. In our work we reduce the state space by splitting control knobs models.

Urgaonkar et al. [18] use the classical queuing theory to perform dynamic resource provisioning. The approach works well for the systems with stationary nature. However, real applications running the cloud face changes such version updates or workload dynamics. In the presented paper authors addressed the problem of scaling multi-tier application using queuing network. The provisioning of the application is performed based on the peak load. It is clear that provisioning for peak load lead to high resource under-utilization. As result user overpays for computational resources.

Shen et al. [16] proposed a framework which analyzes repeating patterns in resource usage traces to automatically scale application resources. The framework performs CPU and memory scaling, but it only considers the scaling of single VM. Another limitations are the large number of parameters in pattern match algorithm which affects the performance and the time required to collect history trace.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented a novel dynamic resource allocation controller. The controller uses reinforcement learning approach to learn scaling policy. The main problem of RL is the state-space complexity. In order to overcome the problem we propose to split CPU and memory models without losing the quality of control. As result the state-space complexity is reduced from $N \times M$ to $\max(N, M)$. Our experiments show that VscalerLight successfully performs dynamic resource allocation for multi-tier application.

Current version of VscalerLight supports only vertical scaling. For the future we plan to extend our work. In particular we want combine vertical and horizontal scaling.
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